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24 Volt (AC)
power

from your
furnace.

Thermostat
#1-set at

70 degrees

Thermostat
#2-set at

40 degrees

Water Alarm (WA-10)
 or other alarm device.

Water
Detection
Sensor

CHANGE THE TEMPERATURE
FROM ANY PHONE!

Dial into the FreezeAlarm and
switch to a 2nd thermostat that
is set to a higher temp.  Can
also be used to cool down a
place in the summer.

The drawing at the left as-
sumes a central heating type
of system with standard, 24
volt thermostats.  Electric or
base-board heat can only be
turned on and off remotely and
requires a step-down in
voltage to work with this
FreezeAlarm model.

When the alarm is active, the water alarm closes the contact
and activates the Aux. alarm feature on the FreezeAlarm.

1724 Lake Drive West, Chanhassen, MN  55317

The Deluxe FreezeAlarm Models (FA-D and FA-DX) have two features that make them much more
than a temperature monitoring device.  This document discusses these two features in detail.
� In addition to the FreezeAlarm telling you if your home or cabin is too cold or too hot, you can use

the Deluxe FreezeAlarm to alert you if an intruder is present, or if your sump pump is about to
overflow, or if a smoke detector is going off.

� WARM UP (or cool down) YOUR PLACE BEFORE YOU GET THERE!  If you visit your cabin in
the wintertime, you know it can take half a day to heat the place up.  With the Deluxe
FreezeAlarm, you can call ahead, from any phone, and warm up (or cool down) your home or
cabin before you arrive.

Innovative Technologies in Electronic Design & Manufacturing

This feature allows you to hook up our Water Alarm or
any other alarm device that when activiated, creates a
closed contact.  The closed contact can be routed
through the FreezeAlarm and activate the Auxiliary
Alarm Message and begin calling the three pro-
grammed numbers in your FreezeAlarm.  This feature
works in addition to the normal operation of the
FreezeAlarm.
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Control Products, Inc. is not an electrical contractor and cannot provide detailed information about the exact connections required for
your particular furnace.  The following diagrams provide general information about how to utilize the Auxiliary Input and Thermostat
Switching Features of the FreezeAlarm.

The FreezeAlarm™.  The world’s best selling freeze protection device.
More information on how to use the Deluxe for other applications is on the other side!
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Control Products, Inc. is not an electrical contractor and cannot provide detailed information about the exact connections required for
your particular heating source or electrical equipment.  The following diagrams provide general information about how to utilize the
Auxiliary Input and Remote Switching Features of the FreezeAlarm.
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The FreezeAlarm comes with one temperature sensor to
monitor only one location.  In addition, you can remotely find
out the current temperature of the area where that sensor is
located with a simple phone call.

To monitor multiple locations, you need to utilize either the
FA-D or FA-DX FreezeAlarm models.  Via the Auxiliary Alarm
Input on the back of these models, one can monitor up to
eight additional locations.  Although you won’t be able to call
up and find out the current temperature or humidity reading
of these locations, you can have the FreezeAlarm call up to
three phone numbers should any of these additional sensors
get out of range.  You can also configure a light to go on
should any of the

Control Products manufactures high quality Temperature and
Humidity Controllers and Alarms that can be hooked up to
the FreezeAlarm.  The diagram at the right provides an
example of how to set up this multiple monitoring location
scenario.

Note that this diagram is not a substitute for having a trained
electrician or heating contractor installing this type of
configuration.  Contact Control Products for detailed part
numbers and costs of how this can be accomplished.
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The Aux. alarm
contact is normally
open.  You cannot
run voltage through
this contact as it will
short out the circuit.

Remotely switch a relay by telephone to switch
between two thermostats or turn on and off anything by
telephone!

The diagram at the right shows the FreezeAlarm acting
as a remote switch, being able to turn on whatever
device is required.

When the switch is on “T1”, the current flows, powering
the device.  When the switch is on “T2”, the connection
is cut, thus turning off the device.

It is important to consult an electrician or heating
contractor to verify any specific questions about this
type of configuration.

This could be a
water pump, a video
camera, a computer,
or just anything you

wish to turn on. Note:  You can run a maximum of 26volts (resistive)
through this relay contact.  If you wish to turn on or off a
higher voltage circuit, you will need an isolated circuit
that will close a higher rated relay.

24 VAC
Transformer

120VAC
power

The individual Temperature Alarm Loggers can
each have their own temperature alarm setpoints.
When any of the areas, coolers, or freezers that
are being monitored get out of range, the Tem-
perature Alarm will close the contact and tell the
FreezeAlarm Deluxe model to begin dialing the
three programed phone numbers.

You could even wire in a light that turns on
above the specific cooler, freezer or room to
quickly identify which area is out of range when
you get to the monitored location.

When the FreezeAlarm calls you, it will play
your personally recorded Auxiliary Alarm
Message.

The FreezeAlarm™.  The world’s best selling freeze protection device.
More information on how to use the Deluxe for other applications is on the other side!
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The additional loca-
tions are monitored by
any type of device that
can close a contact
when the temperature
alarm setpoint is
reached.  We recom-
mend any of Control
Product’s TAL series
Temperature Alarm
Loggers which all
have relay outputs
that can close a con-
tact and have both
high and low tempera-
ture alarm setpoints.
The TAL comes in a
variety of styles and
mounting options.

The TAL-2000D-24
is shown above.


